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The Passage of Time 

Vicki Ames’ work highlights the language 
of textiles and a personal passion for an 
innovative application of dye and 
embroidery. The concept of textiles as an 
art form and vehicle for artistic self-
expression was introduced to Ames 
through her training at Goldsmiths College, 
London in the 1970s by artists, such as 
Constance Howard and Audrey Walker, 
who transformed the status of embroidery 
from a domestic activity into a fine art 
practice. Ames draws on the rich history of 
textile practice informed by her training. 
Over the past twenty-five years Ames has 
developed her own self-expression 
through a commitment to practice and 
research. Her application of Shibori, a 
combination of dye and stitch, has been 
refined by visits to Japan and work with 
Arimatsu artisans. Consequently, she has 
developed her own reinterpretation of 
these techniques and explores their 
expressive potential. 
The viewer of the works in this exhibition is 
taken on a reflective journey through the 
procession of time and place. Historic 
buildings are referenced in the works as a 
means of exploring human engagement 
with the sites that they occupy and stories 
they tell. The viewer of these works is 
drawn into an experience of both 
architectural spaces and an intimate 
exploration of surface. Images are invoked 
through the seamless integration of 
embroidery, dye and cloth, through which 
Ames’ work reflects a strong sense of the 
rich patina of time. In the work ‘Tunnel’ the 
artist draws us into the dark shadows and 
history of Whalers’ Tunnel below the 
Fremantle Roundhouse through a rich 
layering of the inky, blue shades of dye 
transformed by the application of Shibori 
stitch and resist techniques. There is also 
a poignant series of works inspired by the 
graffiti etched into the limestone blocks of 
historic buildings, sites effectively 
vandalised by ‘local poets’ wanting to  

leave their mark. In Insane, a graffiti 
message is interpreted through hand 
embroidery painstakingly etched into cloth. 
The time taken to carefully etch marks into 
the limestone and embroider cloth both 
reflect on the passage of time.  
Ames’ exhibition, Memento reveals the 
substance of the base medium of the cloth, 
its fibres, its structure, imbedding colour 
through the application of dye and 
embellishing surfaces with stitch. The time 
honoured techniques of embroidery and 
dye, in particular Shibori resist are 
carefully layered by Ames, creating rich 
images of the ageing process. In her 
exhibition statement Ames speaks of her 
attendance to the poignancy of time and 
the cycle of birth and decay reflected in her 
work. Textiles are a pervasive part of our 
existence: swaddled in it at birth, clothed in 
it throughout our lives for protection and 
expression of status and finally shrouded 
in it at death. Ames uses the ephemeral 
nature of textiles to reflect on life. 
Through Memento Vicki Ames presents for 
us her experiences and reflections on the 
passing of time and reasserts textiles as 
medium of artistic expression. 

Dr Anne Farren 
Educator | Maker | Curator 

1. If walls were windows to the past,  2019        
Multilayered hand-dyed fabric, using reverse appliqué 
and hand stitched. Inspired by a facade, without windows 
or doors. H 97cm X W 140cm $400  



2. Tunnel, 2019 
Layers of shibori and sprayed fabric with hand 
stitches. The viewer is drawn into the dark shadows 
and history of the Whalers’ Tunnel. 
H 230cm X W 200cm $1200 

3. Portal: blocked entrance, 2020 
Multi-layered shibori and dyed/painted/appliqué 
fabrics. With this entrance no longer in use, the viewer 
can only imagine the activities that took place inside.  
H 165cm X W 118cm $600 
                                              
                                                                                      

4. Inside out – the gallery, 2019 
Multilayered hand-dyed fabric, using reverse appliqué 
and hand stitched. The subdued pink walls of the 
Bunbury Regional Art Gallery makes for intriguing 
views, when looking outside.  
H 93cm X W 68cm $400 
                                              
                                                                                      

5. Outside in - the gallery, 2019  
Multilayered hand-dyed fabric, using reverse appliqué 
and hand stitched. The bright pink walls of the Bunbury 
Regional Art Gallery makes for intriguing views, when 
looking inside.  
H 93cm X W 68cm $400 

                                              
                                                                                      

6. Portal: opulence, ex-travel agent,  2020 
Multilayered hand-dyed fabric, using reverse appliqué and 
hand stitched. Until recently, this opulent entrance lead to 
a busy travel agency, now stained with memories of 
journeys long past. H 165cm X W 128cm $600 

7. Portal: calm side entrance, 2020 
Multilayered hand-dyed fabric, using appliqué and 
hand stitched. A quiet side entrance, evoking 
contemplation.  
H 165cm X W 128cm $600 



8. Built to withstand enemy attacks, 2018               
Shibori-dyed hand stitched fabric.  
Referencing a solid castle door and is hand 
stitched while maintaining the appearance of the 
shibori fabric. H 31cm X W 41cm $450 

9. Obscure statement 1: Greek letter forms, 2018 
Painted and hand stitched fabric.  
Graffiti on a boarded-up door on the Island of Rhodes, 
interpreted onto a painted and hand stitched fabric. 
H 41cm X W 37cm $450 

10. Revealing history under foot, 2019 
Painted and hand stitched fabric.  
A balance of paint and hand stitches worked into 
fabric, to create a discoloured and worn surface.     
H 31cm X W 41cm $450                                                                               

11. Dockers rulzz, 2019 
Painted and hand stitched fabric.  
The slow making of densely stitched fabric references 
the time taken to graffiti the Fremantle Roundhouse 
walls. 
H 31cm X W 41cm $450 
                                                                                                                                                  

12. Insane, 2019 
Japanese linen over painted and hand stitched 
fabric. The slow making of densely stitched fabric 
references the time taken to graffiti the Fremantle 
Roundhouse walls.   
H 31cm X W 41cm $450                                            

13. Obscure statement 2: R U, 2020  
Painted fabric and hand stitched fabric.  
A graffiti message found on a boarded-up door, is 
reinterpreted through paint and hand stitches.  
H 31cm X W 41cm $450 
                                                                       
                                                                         

For sales enquiries please contact the CASM Gallery Development Officer on 95503989 or casm@mandurah.wa.gov.au   


